2020 COLLECTION

SINCE 1995

DESIGNED IN JAPAN

25th ANNIVERSARY

HARVEST LABEL®, established in 1995, is a carry
and accessories brand based out of Osaka, Japan.
Originally launched by fusing master craftsmanship
into military inspiration to create an exceptional
premium line of bags from our heart and soul. Over
the next two decades, the company brand continued
to evolve to craft same high quality bags with
increasingly wide range of eye catching designs that
you see today.
In recognition of our brand both domestically and
internationally, Harvest Corporation was chosen
and represented as the official Japanese bag design/
manufacturer during the 42nd G7 summit, held on
May 26–27, 2016 at Mie, Japan. Then again at the
G20 summit held on June 28-29, 2019 at Osaka,
Japan. The bags produced adhered to strict quality
standards, and were provided to the world’s top
government officials and media representatives.
As we enter our 25th year in 2020, we are revamping
our global brand logo. This is to synch all our
international distribution networks to highlight our
design and quality standards that began from a small
studio east of downtown Osaka. We look to further
challenge ourselves to produce the finest quality bags
without losing sight of our mission, to craft from our
heart and soul.
DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE + EVERYDAY

NEW
SLING PACK PRO

SLING PACK PRO
HFC-9030

Army Green
(Dark Green/Light Green)

Gun Metal
(Dark Grey/Black)

Black
(Black/Dark Green)

The popular Sling Pack is reconstructed with the new color palette designs taken after the colors from
military uniforms and jackets. Perfect bag to carry and manage your daily essentials effortless with quick
access to your gear. Plenty of organization for your essentials, makes this a solid companion for your
commute and adventures around the city.
-

Available in 3 colors.
3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.

/ 7 x 13 x 2"
Sling Pack Pro
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NEW
ROLLTOP BACKPACK 2.0

ROLLTOP BACKPACK 2.0

Pink

Mustard
The newest addition to our popular and expanding line of Rolltop Backpack with attractive
and charming colors. With ample storage and practical features, including a 13" padded
laptop sleeve, both external and internal pockets, it's perfect for daily commuting needs.
-

1 zippered pocket on front panel.
Padded laptop sleeve to fit a 13”.
2 side pockets (1 magnetic snap button closure).
3 pockets inside (1 zippered).
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
2 D-rings on shoulder straps.

/ 10 x 15 x 5"
Rolltop Backpack 2.0
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ROLLTOP BACKPACK PLUS

The popular Rolltop Backpack 2.0 is reconstructed with a handsome matte make over into the
Rolltop Backpack Plus. Keeping the unique original design intact, with plenty of storage and pockets
to organize your daily and travel essentials, the Plus also comes with an additional padded laptop
sleeve for up to a 13" MacBook, and a keychain strap nested in the side pocket.

ROLLTOP BACKPACK 2.0

A modern take of the classic rolltop backpack. Plenty of storage and pockets to organize your daily and
travel essentials, but with an added pop of color, both inside and outside.

Rolltop Backpack 2.0
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ROLLTOP BACKPACK 2.0

ROLLTOP BACKPACK NEO
HFC-9022

HFC-9026

Olive

Black

Arctic Blue

Black

Burgundy

Navy

Red

ROLLTOP BACKPACK PLUS
HFC-9027

Navy
Olive
-

1 zippered pocket on front panel.
Padded laptop sleeve to fit a 13”.
2 side pockets (1 magnetic snap button closure).
3 pockets inside (1 zippered).
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
2 D-rings on shoulder straps.

/ 10 x 15 x 5"
Gray

Black

Rolltop Backpack 2.0
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GABA CITY BACKPACK

TWO-TONE GABA CITY BACKPACK

Two-Tone Gaba City backpack
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TWO-TONE GABA CITY BACKPACK

GABA CITY BACKPACK
HHC-4615

HHC-0024

Olive
Blue

Navy

Black

An updated version of the popular 1st gen. model. Featuring the same wide open top access design
to make it easy to take things in and out of the bag. And with a more modern, urban look, Gaba City
Backpack is the perfect everyday bag for work to travel and for everything in between.

Grey

Brown

-

Wide open top access design.
2 zippered pockets on front panel.
2 side slip pockets with velcro stops.
Laptop sleeve to fit up to a 13” laptop accessible from top and rear.
Adjustable sternum strap.
Rear zippered access to the main inner compartment.

/ 10.5 x 16.5 x 5"
Gaba City Backpack
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AXIS BACKPACK

AXIS BACKPACK

HHC-4173

Black

Navy

Gray

Pushing the boundries of function and design, the all-new Axis Backpack provides ample storage for all
your carry needs. A perfect choice whether for work or for school, travel and outdoors. Designed and
built to explore your curiosity.
-

Available in 3 colors.
3 zippered pockets on front panel.
2 side slip pockets.
Top grab handle.
Independent padded zippered compartment to fit up to a 15” laptop.
Separate zippered sleeve pocket inside main compartment accessible from rear zipper.
Adjustable sternum strap.
Rear zippered access to the main inner compartment.

/ 11.5 x 20 x 7.5"
Axis Backpack
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HIGHLINE DAYPACK

HIGHLINE DAYPACK
HFC-9015

Arctic Blue

Red

Beige

Gray

Black

Navy

Compact, stylish and modern, the Highline Daypack outlines a simple silhouette infused with personality
and functionality. Designed for light packers, but with plenty of room for short day trips to the park or
for commute. The Highline Daypack includes a padded sleeve fitting a standard iPad as well as several
pockets and compartments to carry all your loose accessibles throughout the day.
-

Available in 6 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
2 side slip pockets.
Rear zippered access to the main inner compartment.
1 padded tablet sleeve (fits up to standard iPad, not for iPad Pro).
1 zippered and 2 slip pockets inside.
2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 10.5 x 16 x 6"
Highline Daypack
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TOURER BACKPACK CORDURA ®

TOURER BACKPACK ELEMENT
HFC-9013

HFC-9005

Forest

Navy

Mustard

Beige

Red

Black

A combination of design and function at its best. Unique triangular shape can expand for more storage
when needed. Using weatherproof Cordura® fabric and with plenty of pockets to organize your
belongings, it is about more than just the look.
-

Available in 5 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 side pocket.
1 padded tablet sleeve.
2 additional pockets inside.
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
Height adjustable sternum strap and 2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 12 x 17 x 7"

Deep Blue
The Element collection integrates a sophisticated fabric and color palette for a refined interpretation of a
popular style. With a padded tablet sleeve and plenty of pockets to organize your belongings, the Tourer
Element combines high functionality with gorgeous design. Its unique triangular shape can also expand
for more storage when needed.
-

Available in 2 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 side slip pocket for water bottles.
1 padded tablet sleeve.
2 additional pockets inside.
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
Height adjustable sternum strap and 2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 12 x 17 x 7"
Tourer Backpack Element
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ASYM BACKPACK

ASYM BACKPACK
HHC-4890

Black

Brown
The Asym Backpack features a 3D form with unique asymetrical lines to create a design accent that also
hides a pocket on the front panel. A well balanced display of form and function for the modern lifestyle.
- Available in 2 colors.
- 1 zippered pocket on the front panel.
- 1 zippered pocket on the side panel.
- 1 zippered pocket on the top to store smartphones, sunglasses etc.
- 1 zippered pocket on the rear panel.
- 2 slip pockets in the main compartment.
- 1 laptop sleeve to fit up to a 15” laptop.
- Meshed, padded rear panel and shoulder straps.
- Adjustable sternum strap.
- Top grab handle.
/ 9.5 x 16.5 x 6"
Asym Backpack
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2-WAY SHOULDER CASE

2-WAY SHOULDER CASE
HHC-4610

Black

Olive

Gray

The perfectly sized 2-Way Shoulder Case allows you to carry all your daily essentials, without the bulk
and weight of a backpack. Carry it over your shoulder or clip it onto your belt. Whichever style you prefer,
the compact, yet modern style is sure to turn heads, despite its size.
-

Available in 3 colors.
1 zippered compartment on front panel in addition to the main body.
1 zippered pocket on the front panel.
Removable shoulder strap to be used as a pouch.
Rear mesh padding for comfort and ventilation.
Includes a metal carabiner to attach to waist belt.

/ 5 x 8 x 2"

2-Way Shoulder Case
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URBAN SHOULDER CASE

URBAN SHOULDER CASE
HHC-1602

Olive

Red

Gray

Black

Brown

For those looking for a smaller carry solution than our standard sling pack collection. Expanding further to
our widening selection of shoulder bags is the sleek Urban Shoulder Case designed to carry just what you
need for the day and travels beyond.
-

Available in 3 colors.
1 slip pocket on front with flap cover.
1 zippered pocket inside the main compartment.
Removable shoulder strap to covert to a pouch.
Rear mesh padding for comfort and ventilation.
Metal hardware.

/ 5.5 x 8 x 1.2"
Urban Shoulder Case
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TRANSIT SHOULDER CASE

TRANSIT SHOULDER CASE
HHC-4640

Black

Red

Gray

The ultimate travel companion, the Transit Shoulder Case is the bag you won't be able to leave home
without. Plenty of organizational pockets to carry all your important documents, cards and tools when
traveling. Packed neatly in a clean, minimal design.
-

Available in 3 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 rear concealed slip pocket on rear panel with velcro stop.
Flap cover with magnetic closure.
6 card pockets inside main compartment.
3 zippered pockets inside main compartment.
3 slip pockets inside main compartment.
Main compartment is designed to expand when full.
1 detachable key hook strap.
Adjustable and removable shoulder strap to carry over shoulder, cross-body, or as a clutch.

/ 9.5 x 6 x 1"
Transit Shoulder Case
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URBAN SLING PACK

Urban Sling Pack
31

SLING PACK BALLISTIC

SLING PACK BALLISTIC
HFC-9029

Navy

Moss

Red

Black

The Ballistic design integrates a more rugged fabric for the main body combined with tarpaulin for
durability and striking visual accent. The Ballistic sling pack is a modern and convenient solution to carry
around your daily essentials and needs.
-

Available in 4 colors.
3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.

/ 7 x 13 x 2"
Sling Pack Ballistic
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SLING PACK CORDURA ®

URBAN SLING PACK

HFC-9024

HFC-9023

Mustard
Black

Olive

Gray

Red

Navy

The ultimate sling pack with ample pockets to let you organize and bring your EDC's in style. No need
to bring a bulky backpack each time going out. A more modern and convenient solution to carry around
your daily essentials and needs.
-

Available in 5 colors.
3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.

/ 7 x 13 x 2"

Red

Beige

Blue

A sling pack for both city and outdoor use in mind, using tried-and-tested Cordura® brand fabric. Ample
pockets to let you organize and bring your EDC's in style.
-

Available in 4 colors.
3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.

/ 7 x 13 x 2"

Sling Pack Cordura®
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SLING PACK ELEMENT

SLING PACK ELEMENT
HFC-9025

Stone

The Element collection integrates a
sophisticated fabric and color palette
for a refined interpretation of a popular
style. The Element sling pack is a
modern and convenient solution to
carrying around your daily essentials
and needs. The ultimate sling pack
with ample pockets to let you organize
and bring your EDC's in style.
-

Available in 3 colors.
3 zippered independent pockets on
front panel.
1 zippered and 2 other slip pockets
inside.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both
right or left sides.

/ 7 x 13 x 2"
Deep Blue

Forest

Sling Pack Element
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GABA SLING PACK

GABA SLING PACK

HHC-0023

Navy

Black

Red

The easy-access design of the Gaba Backpack, in a smaller size. The Gaba Sling Pack is just that. A
clean, modern design with the functionality for today's everyday needs. And plenty of storage space
without the size to take with you everywhere you go.
-

Available in 3 colors.
Large zippered pocket on front panel with two slip pockets inside.
Tablet sleeve inside main compartment.
Wide open top access design.
Adjustable shoulder strap to either right or left side.
Top grab handle.
Rear zippered access to the main inner compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel.

/ 7 x 12 x 2.5"
Gaba Sling Pack
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AXIS SLING PACK

AXIS SLING PACK

HHC-4171

Gray

Black

Navy

Pushing the boundries of function and design, the all-new Axis Sling Pack provides plenty of pockets to
store your daily essentials. A perfect size to carry around all day long to explore your curiosity.
-

Available in 3 colors.
1 zippered pocket on the front panel.
Independent padded zippered compartment to fit up to an iPad Mini.
Adjustable shoulder strap to carry on either right or left shoulder.
1 slip pocket inside main compartment.
Top grab handle.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 6.5 x 13 x 3"

Axis Sling Pack
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BATTEN SLING PACK

BATTEN SLING PACK
HHC-1018

Red

Black

A more compact and minimal sling pack to carry
just what you need wherever you may go. The X
on the front adds a touch of playfulness and an
additional pocket at the same time. And its simple,
clean design makes it easy to match your outfit
everyday.
-

Available in 3 colors.
Main body compartment w/ 1 slip pocket.
Stylish and smartly integrated diagonal front
zippered pocket.
Adjustable shoulder strap for both left and right
shoulder usage.
Long zipper pulls for easier grip.
Rear mesh padding for comfort and ventilation.
Metal hardware.

/ 7 x 12 x 3"

Navy
Batten Sling Pack
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AERO SLING PACK

AERO SLING PACK
HHC-4780

Navy

Black

Gray

Designed to fit with the fast paced city lifestyle, the Aero Sling Pack adds new dimension (literally) to
our line of compact and efficient sling packs. The dome-like front compartment provides extra depth for
bulkier items, in addition to its main body compartment, which can hold up to a 500ml (16oz) bottle.
-

Available in 3 colors.
2 zippered compartments (front and body) provide extra storage space.
Adjustable shoulder strap for both left and right shoulder usage.
Long zipper pulls for easier grip.
Rear mesh padding for comfort and ventilation.
Metal hardware.
Leather trims and accents.

/ 7 x 12 x 3"
Aero Sling Pack
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CRUISER SLING PACK

CRUISER SLING PACK
HFC-9021

Gray

Black

Navy

The perfect carry solution (and size) to fit all your daily essentials. The Cruiser Sling Pack offers that extra
room to hold everything you need to take during your commute, travel or as a day bag to shop around
town. Weatherproof front zippered pocket can fit a smartphone, while the larger main compartment can
hold up to a 500ml (16oz) bottle inside.
-

Available in 3 colors.
Main compartment w/ 2 slip pockets inside (1 padded for tablet).
1 zippered front pocket w/ weatherproof zipper.
Heavy duty top handle grip.
Adjustable shoulder strap for both left and right shoulder usage.
Long zipper pulls for easier grip.
Removable shoulder strap to convert to a pouch.
Rear mesh padding for comfort and ventilation.
Metal hardware.

/ 7 x 12 x 3"
Cruiser Sling Pack
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LANCER SLING PACK

LANCER SLING PACK
HHC-7090

Black

Brown
Unique teardrop shape of the Lancer Sling Pack provides comfort and style in one package. And easy
access to the inner compartment even while carrying the bag through zippers on both right and left sides.
The exapndable shape also adds maximum storage capacity when needed.
-

Available in 2 colors.
Main compartment with dual access zippers (right and left).
2 zippered front pockets w/ black colored zippers and hardware.
Expandable main body to fit up to a 500ml (16oz) bottle.
Flexible construction allows for a more comfort fit on the body.
Adjustable shoulder strap for both left and right shoulder usage.

/ 7.5 x 16.5 x 3"
Lancer Sling Pack
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KAMPER CROSS PACK

KAMPER CROSS PACK
HFC-9016

Black

White

Red

Navy

Olive

Arctic Blue

The ever so charming Kampler Cross Pack features clean lines and a playful mix of colors, making a fun
addition to your daily carry needs. Roomy compartments and a convenient top handle is accented with
Harvest Label's signature leather lashtab to create a simple yet attractive compact daily/travel gear that
you can carry with you any time of the day.
-

Available in 6 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
A padded tableet sleeve (fits up to an iPad Mini).
2 slip pockets inside.
1 D-ring on waist belt.
Top handle with leather grip.
1 leather lashtab on front panel.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 11 x 3 x 6"
Kamper Cross Pack
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URBAN CROSS PACK

URBAN CROSS PACK
HHC-4750

Black

Navy

For the fashionista in you, the Urban Cross Pack
is a svelte and stylish addition to your look. Sling
it around your shoulder or across the body, with
multiple pockets and entry points combined with
an understated color scheme, this practical pack
is a subtle but eye catching fashion accessory.
An expandable main compartment is also a
welcoming bonus when you need that extra space.
-

Red

-

Available in 4 colors.
Magnetic flap cover closure.
1 zippered small pocket on exterior of flap
cover.
1 zippered and 1 slip pocket under the flap
cover.
1 zippered pocket inside.
Rear zipper access to main compartment.
Expandable main compartment.
Padded rear mesh panels.

/ 11.5 x 2 x 7"

Olive

Urban Cross Pack
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RANGER SLING PACK

RANGER SLING PACK
HHC-4730

Black

Utility reigns with the larger capacity of the
Ranger Sling Pack. Taking design notes
from the familiar and handsome structure of
our original sling collection, this bag comes
with 2 zippered compartments, giving you
more room within the convenience of a
compact size. The Ranger is the perfect
pack for those with modest taste and a
disposition towards practicality.
Khaki

Navy

Available in 3 colors.
Consist of 2 zippered compartments.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 padded slip pocket inside the main
compartment.
1 D-ring accent on front panel.
Top loop handle for easy hand carry.
Padded rear mesh panels.

/ 6.5 x 2.5 x 11"

Ranger Sling Pack
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SLINGER CROSS PACK

SLINGER CROSS PACK
HHC-5837

Brown

Navy

Evoking retro style and sense with modern features, the Slinger Cross Pack is perfect as a casual daily
carry to weekend travels. And the 2 compartment structure allows for better organization. It comes with
adjustable straps on each side for better weight distribution and hold when carried over the body, but
also double as handles to carry by hand when not worn across the body.
-

Available in 3 colors.
Consist of 2 zippered compartments.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 zippered pocket inside the main compartment.
Adjustable side straps for a better fit when carried.
Padded rear mesh panels.

/ 11 x 3 x 6"
Slinger Cross Pack
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PORTSMAN FLAPTOP BACKPACK

PORTSMAN SLING PACK/ TOTE
HHC-4453

HHC-4450

Navy

Black
The Portsman series is distinguished by their sporty look and
design. The Portsman Sling Pack comes with 2 compartments
for storage and ease of access, including a padded sleeve that
fits an iPad or Kindle. A Blue and White stripe is stitched down
each bag for a fresh and bold aesthetic making it perfect for
those who want a stylish pack for their essentails.
-

Beige

-

Navy

Available in 4 colors.
Double zipper sealed front pocket allows quick access to
important valuables.
Roomy double zipper sealed main compartment.
Padded tablet sleeve inside to fit an iPad Mini®.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Top loop handle to hang or for easy hand carry.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
Designed with front stripe tape for unique aestehetic.

/ 8 x 12 x 3"

Beige
The Portsman series is distinguished by their
sporty look and design. The Portsman Flaptop
Backpack is a great urban companion, with plenty
of room and pockets for a busy day's worth of
items. A padded laptop sleeve fitting up to a 15"
laptop makes this a versatile bag for work and play.
A Blue and White stripe is stitched down each bag
for a fresh and bold aesthetic making it perfect for
those who want a stylish pack with lots of room.
-

HHC-4452

Available in 4 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 sleeve on front panel covered underneath the
flap lid.
2 side pockets on either sides to hold water
bottles etc.
2 pockets inside (1 zippered).
15" padded laptop or tablet sleeve.
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder
straps.
Designed with front stripe tape for unique
aestehetic.

Navy

Beige
The Portsman series is distinguished by their sporty look and
design. The Portsman Tote is a roomy day bag with plenty of
pockets and a 13" padded sleeve for added versatility. Metal
rivets on the base provide sturdy placement. A Blue and White
stripe is stitched down each bag for a fresh and bold aesthetic
making it perfect for those who want a stylish Tote with plenty of
room.
-

/ 12 x 18 x 6"
Black

Brown

Available in 4 colors.
Top closes with zippered fastener for more secure storage.
2 additional pockets inside.
Vertical zippered front pocket.
Horizontal zippered rear pocket .
2 side pockets.
13" padded laptop / tablet sleeve inside with velcro fastener.
Metal rivets on base for stable placement on ground.
Designed with front stripe tape for unique aestehetic.

/ 15 x 14 x 5"
Portsman Sling Pack / Tote
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VANTAGE BACKPACK

VANTAGE MESSENGER / TOTE
HHC-5533

HHC-5534

Navy

Beige

Black

The Vantage collection combines modern design with rustic
infused aesthetic for a warm and versatile color palette. The
Vantage Messenger is a handsome shoulder bag with a magnetic
button seal for the flap. Zippered compartment provides secure
storage and plenty of interior pockets to store all your valuables.
Detailed color stitching and an embellished zipper pull catches
the eye for a stylish bag for all your carry needs.

Beige
Brown

-

Available in 4 colors.
Main compartment flap with magnetic closure.
Top closes with zippered fastener for more secure storage.
Open pocket in front panel under flap.
Horizontal zippered pocket in rear panel.
5 inside pockets (1 zippered).
Embellished front zipper pull is an eyecatching design point.
Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for unique look.

/ 12.5 x 11 x 5.5"

HHC-5532

Black

Brown

-

Available in 2 colors.
1 roomy zippered main compartment with zippered pocket inside.
1 zippered front compartment with 2 inside pockets.
1 front zippered pocket for smaller valuables.
2 side slip pockets.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
Height adjustable sternum strap on shoulder straps.
Embellished front zipper pull is an eyecatching design point.
Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for unique look.

/ 11 x 18 x 5"

Navy

The Vantage collection combines modern design with rustic
infused aesthetic for a warm and versatile color palette. The
Vantage Tote is a large and versatile bag with lots of pockets. 3
zippered pockets provide plenty of secure storage. Detailed color
stitching and an embellished zipper pull catches the eye for a
stylish bag for all your carry needs.

The Vantage collection combines modern design with rustic infused aesthetic for a warm and versatile
color palette. The Vantage Daypack comes with 2 main compartments to organize your gear. Mesh rear
panel and adjustable sternum straps provide comfort for all day wear. Detailed color stitching and an
embellished zipper pull catches the eye for a stylish bag for all your carry needs.
-

Brown

Available in 4 colors.
Top closes with zippered fastener for more secure storage.
3 additional pockets inside (1 zippered).
Large horizontal zippered front and rear pockets.
2 side pockets.
Embellished front zipper pull is an eyecatching design point.
Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for unique look.

/ 13 x 14.5 x 4.5

Beige
Vantage Messenger / Tote
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PARKLAND DAYPACK / SLING PACK

PARKLAND DAYPACK
HHC-4303

Gray

Black

Navy

Rustic and modern sensibilities meet with the Parkland collection. Every detail has been designed with
this aesthetic and usability in mind. The Parkland Daypack is designed with its signature buckle flap lid
on front for added storage. The padded laptop sleeve is accessible on the top, but also includes zippered
rear access for added convenience. Eye catching and functional, this is the perfect commuter pack for
the daily commute.
-

Available in 3 colors.
1 pocket on front panel covered with signature lid with buckle closure.
1 zippered pocket on top cover lid.
2 side pockets with compression straps.
Keyring attachment in side pocket.
13" laptop / tablet sleeve accessible from rear zipper.
Padded air mesh rear panel and adjustable shoulder straps.
Logo embossed D-ring and stitch works for added design elements.

/ 11 x 16 x 5"
Parkland Daypack
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PARKLAND MESSENGER

PARKLAND SLING PACK
HHC-4300

HHC-4305

Gray
Black

Navy

Navy

Gray

Black

Rustic and modern sensibilities meet with the Parkland collection. Every detail has been designed with
this aesthetic and usability in mind. The Parkland Messenger bag is designed with its signature buckle
flap lid on front for added storage. A dedicated padded laptop sleeve fits up to a 13" laptop, and a rear
zippered compartment makes this a versatile and eye catching messenger for the daily commute.

Rustic and modern sensibilities meet with the Parkland collection. Every detail has been designed with
this aesthetic and usability in mind. The Parkland Sling Pack is designed with its signature buckle flap lid
on front for added storage. Traditionally worn across the body or over the shoulder, the sling pack holds
your essential Every day items, combining eye catching style with portable convenience.

-

-

Available in 3 colors.
1 pocket on front panel covered with signature lid with buckle closure.
1 zippered pocket on rear.
2 side external pockets.
2 internal pockets.
13" laptop / tablet sleeve inside.
Logo embossed D-ring and stitch works for added design elements.

/ 13.5 x 11 x 5"

Available in 3 colors.
1 pocket on front panel covered with signature lid with buckle closure.
Tablet sleeve inside to fit an iPad Mini®.
Padded air mesh rear panel.
Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
D-ring on strap allows easy hanging on walls.
Logo embossed D-ring and stitch works for added design elements.
Constructed from durable synthetic leather.

/ 7 x 11 x 3"
Parkland Sling Pack
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POCHI DAYPACK

POCHI TOTE
HFC-9019

HFC-9018

Yellow
Beige

Red

Beige

The Pochi daypack is a perfectly charming companion for those who like to pack light. A pouch (Pochi)
built into the front describes the bag's namesake and adds personality as well as storage for smaller
valuables. A lapped zipper provides basic protection from the elements by providing cover over the zipper
lining on top. The Pochi Daypack is compact and attractive with it's unique triangular shape, and is sure
to draw compliments everywhere you go!
-

Available in 5 colors.
Lengthwise zippered pouch on top front of bag.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
2 inside pockets.
2 side pockets.
Lapped zipper on top compartment protects from elements.
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Tote handles on top of bag.
Backpack straps with 2 adjustable buckles for comfort.
Wide base for upright stability.
Padded adjustable shoulder straps.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 9.5 x 15 x 6"

Black

Red

Yellow

The Pochi Tote bag is a perfectly charming companion for those who like to pack light. A pouch (Pochi)
built into the front describes the bag's namesake and adds personality as well as storage for smaller
valuables. The Pochi Tote is compact and attractive and is sure to draw compliments everywhere you go!
-

Available in 5 colors.
Lengthwise zippered pouch on top front of bag.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
3 inside pockets (1 zippered).
2 side pockets.
Flat base for upright stability.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 11 x 15 x 5.5"
Pochi Tote
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2-WAY CONTOUR PACK

2-WAY CONTOUR PACK
HFC-9020

Navy

Gray

Burgundy

Black

The Contour 2-Way Pack is compact and minimally designed as a smart tote bag with the added
functuionality of a backpack. A hidden zippered compartment in the front and rear panels provide secure
storage for your valuables. Beautifully accented with leather details, the Contour 2-Way Pack is the
perfect commuter bag for the busy professional that likes to keep it simple.
-

Available in 4 colors.
Roomy top access compartment with clasp.
2 inside pockets.
1 zippered compartment inside front panel.
1 zippered pocket inside rear panel.
1 rear zippered pocket for valuables.
Padded adjustable shoulder straps.
Leather details and accents throughout.

/ 9.5 x 15 x 6.5"
2-Way Contour Pack
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PALETTE COMMUTER PACK / MESSENGER

PALETTE COMMUTER PACK / MESSENGER
HHC-5771

Navy

Black
The Palette collection returns with a streamlined color scheme
and aesthetic. The Palette Commuter Pack is a great urban
companion, with plenty of room and pockets for a busy day's
worth of items. A padded laptop sleeve fitting up to a 15"
laptop makes this a versatile bag for work and play. The Palette
Commuter Pack is perfect for those who want a stylish pack with
lots of storage room.
-

Gray

Available in 3 colors.
1 zippered pocket on front panel.
1 sleeve on front panel covered underneath the flap lid.
2 side pockets on either sides to hold water bottles etc.
Keyring attachment in side pocket.
2 pockets inside (1 zippered).
15" padded laptop or tablet sleeve.
Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for one of a kind
look.

/ 13.5 x 18 x 7"
HHC-5772

Gray

Black

The Palette collection returns with a streamlined color scheme
and design. This chic Messenger style bag has a padded laptop
sleeve fitting up to a 13" laptop and velcro strap attachments
on the distinctive lid allow easy access to your bags contents.
Throw this bag over your shoulder for an everyday bag that is
simple, stylish and functional.
Navy

Available in 3 colors.
1 roomy sleeve on front panel covered by distinctive lid with
velcro closure.
2 internal pockets.
Decorative straps on side perimeter.
13" laptop / tablet sleeve with velcro securement.
Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for one of a kind
look.

/ 14 x 11 x 5.5"
Palette Commuter Pack / Messenger
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3-WAY TRAVELLER PACK

3-WAY TRAVELLER PACK
HHC-4315

Midnight

Navy

Khaki

Black

This versatile and smartly designed bag can be carried as a suitcase, backpack and shoulder bag. Fully
padded for your comfort. Main compartment comes with mesh zippered compartment and 2 tie down
straps to hold up to two days worth of gear. Second zippered compartment contains padded laptop
sleeve to comfortably fit a 15" laptop to store your accompanying accessories. Plenty of pockets and a
playfully stylish design makes this the perfect work/weekender bag.
-

Available in 4 colors.
Soft suitcase with padded carry handles can be carried like a backpack.
Padded air mesh backpack shoulder straps unclip and tuck away into velcro sealed compartment.
Can also be carried like a shoulder bag with detachable shoulder strap.
Main zippered compartment opens like suitcase. Features a zippered mesh compartment and 2 tie
down straps in main body.
Second zippered compartment fits 15” laptop and contains 2 zippered pouch pockets.
1 zippered large pocket on front panel with internal pouch pocket and keyclip.
4 external buckle straps (top and bottom) keep contents of bag reinforced.
Fits easily for travel stow away compartments.

/ 17 x 12 x 6"
3-Way Traveller Pack
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3-WAY ULTIMA DUFFEL PACK

3-WAY ULTIMA DUFFEL PACK
HHC-4868

Black

As the name suggests, it is a do-it-all duffel bag that can covert into a backpack. In addition to its large
capacity, the bag can be carried by hand, over shoulder or on the back, providing added versatility to
adapt to your carry needs in various situations. A large bag with flexible moves.
-

Available in black only.
Water repellent tarpaulin fabric used throughout the bag.
Easy to attach/detach mesh padded shoulder straps.
2 larger zippered pockets on the outer right and left sides.
2 smaller zippered pockets on the outer front side.
1 large zippered mesh pocket inside the compartment.
3 handle grips to allow the bag to be carried horizontally or vertically.
Includes MOLLE webbing.

/ 23.6 x 10 x 12.6"
3-Way Ultima Duffel Pack
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